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probably made for purchase by British colonials.
It does not reflect traditional Kamba ideas. A Zulu
meatplate, though similar to traditional ones, was
probably made for Europeans (224), as were a
Tsonga wooden figure (227) and wooden bowl
(228), and an exquisite Kuba cup (271). Finally,
a magnificent ivory 15th century saltcellar (467)
was made by west African craftsmen explicitly
for export to the table of some elite buyer in
Europe. The definition of what is African implicit
in the catalogue includes Coptic Christian art from
Ethiopia, presumably on the grounds that because
Christianity has been practised there for a thousand
years, it is now truly African. A Kongo crucifix
(241) is also included presumably on the grounds
that Christianity was embraced by a Kongo ruler
as early as the 15th century. Despite these few
discrepancies of objects showing media, theme,
and use determined outside Africa, the catalogue
stresses a traditional, sub-Saharan Africa insulated
from outside influences. Yet even the catalogue’s
ancient Egyptian and northern African materials
display a heterogeneity of outside influences that
contradict any sense of Africa ever having been a

culturally insulated continent.
Authenticity is an issue that prompts fierce de

bate. One recent case neatly illustrates just how
bitter and prolonged claims and counterclaims over
authenticity may get. Some years ago a British
Kenyan resident, Gillies Turle, began acquiring a
great quantity of objects fashioned of ivory, animal
bone, and wood, along with beadwork and other
materials made by Maasai. He published a book
distinguished by gorgeous but artsy photographs
of these objects; the text, however, is chatty,
unscholarly, and sometimes simplistic. Many of
these objects are typical of those which anyone
who has lived with Maasai has seen and even

acquired. Yet some are unlike any objects ever
previously seen or reported by anyone who lived
with and studied Maasai. Turle claimed that these
were Maasai heirlooms brought out after years of
concealment and sold to him. Scholars wondered

why Turle, who never actually lived with Maasai,
who cannot speak Maa, and who (judging from his
text) has a feeble understanding of their society
and beliefs, would be sold such items. Were the
Maasai suddenly hard up for cash? Had they aban
doned their supposedly treasured objects because
they no longer believed in the rituals said to be
associated with them? Besides publishing a book
illustrating these items (Turle 1992), Turle donated
some objects to the National Museums of Kenya
and offered others for exhibition and possible sale
elsewhere. The unusual items appear to be old

(at least judging from the photographs) and are
claimed to have been long used in various rituals.
Eventually a hot debate arose as to whether the
objects were authentic. Much hinged on what ex
perts who actually saw and handled these objects
thought. Clearly the objects had been made by
Africans, but by whom, for what purposes, and
when? Were they rare and valuable objects un
covered despite all previous researchers’ ignorance
of them? Did they attest to Maasai ritual practices
which had escaped skilled ethnographers? Or were
they, as some implied, modern objects made spe
cifically for sale to Western collectors like Turle?
Were they at first simply odd objects thrown in
with other, more typical Maasai objects and then
made in ever increasing numbers when Africans
found that Westerners liked them and would pay
dearly for them? Western purchasing habits can
and have determined African manufacture of all
types of curios. Were they truly old or were they
artifically “aged” by skilled African artisans? Only
two things are clear: the objects appear to be
very beautiful in the photographs, and they would
be worth considerable money were they declared
authentic. The subsequent debate deals with ques
tions about shapes, possible uses, comparative eth
nographic contextualization, alleged evidence of
chemical aging, and with threats and bitter accu
sations. Remarkably, the one issue never explicitly
mentioned, though it must surely be of central
importance, is just what these objects would be
worth money-wise were they authentic and what
would they be worth if they were said not to be?
This bitter polemic over authenticity is well worth
reading, not because most readers would actually
care whether some pieces of ivory and bone were
authentic or not, but so that readers can see just
how intense such concerns about authenticity can
become to collectors, possible dealers, curators,
and ethnographers involved with African tradition
al art. I suppose that the Africans who sold these
objects to Turle would be highly amused in any
case (see Turle 1992; Beidelman 1993; Pido 1994;
Kasfir 1995; Turle 1995; Riva 1995; Pido 1995;
Blackburn 1996; Schildkrout 1996; Kratz 1996).

I cannot write knowledgeably about the authen
ticity of the objects in the show, though in any
exhibit of this size there are often a few dubious

pieces. The only society I know well whose art
is shown here is the Kaguru. One piece is shown
(155) and it strikes me as unappealing. I can aver
that in my years with the Kaguru I never saw
any object like it. Though my work is cited as a
source for the commentary in the catalogue, there
is little in my work to support the muddled and


